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Free Essay: In the early years of computers and computerized technology, computer engineers had to believe that their
contribution to the development of.

And since these developments have had significant implications to the global environment and lead to major
improvements, their beneficial role is undisputed. And now gadgets such as google glass which allow people
to take pictures and videos just by blinking without the consent of those around the user, how exactly must we
as a people adapt and change our views on ethics as technology continues to evolve. Another useful resource
to which DeGeorge's article relates is the Colorado School of Mines which provides students and outside
researchers with extensive resources, generally web-based materials. There are numerous works on the topic
of ethics applied in information technology and their number will continue to increase further more, especially
since the debate is far from reaching an end. The most significant difference resides in the coverage of the
topics. With the growing of technology comes more knowledge that end-users must know, so it is important
for workers not to be distracted by unethical practices. Both people and environment must be considered in
any technological advancement. Information systems enable people to manipulate records within a short
period, thus raising questions on whether the information is genuine or vague. It is so influencial in coming up
with the latest drugs to combat harmful and even deadly diseases and viruses such as AIDS, and some cancers.
It is difficult to justify the use of living organisms during research and other technological discoveries.
However unlike established media outlets most people are unaware of the laws protecting other peoples work
and this has led to an increase in copyright infringement Warren,  Richard DeGeorge's intent was to address
most of these issues in a clear and concise manner, without major debates and details. For example the "code
of professional ethics" has changed the procedures in different parts of science, engineering and technology,
and has given a particular direction to the types of projects done, their scope, and implementations. With these
premises, there is a call to examine ourselves and find critical solutions to degrading ethical standards due to
technology. The ethical issues related to emails and the usage of internet target employees and several privacy
policies. Facebook has become a phenomenon for the social networking set. Seeing how technology today is
already affecting us and making us as humans look at ethics in a different way and perhaps creating new
policies in order to adapt to this ever changing world, what we do now may have a bigger effect on people in
the future. These are some of ethical dilemmas that are yet to be solved. This paper discusses how technology
can encourage and discourage unethical behaviors, it explains how these behaviors can shape the type of work
environment that a company promotes, and it identifies how Human Resour The resource center is similar to
Ethical Issues in Information Technology as it addresses similar concerns. These materials are classified and
divided upon similarity criteria and encompass: ethics in computing links cybernetics, explorer and articles ,
security, identity theft, copyrighted material, music on the internet, trademark and patents, software licensing
and piracy, spamming and chain letters, free speech, privacy and anonymity. Religious groups are opposed to
such practices because their beliefs do not agree with them. This subjects it to misuse thus raising a number of
ethical issues. To better explain, Ethical Issues in Information Technology is written in an informal and
simpler way and it addresses issues of general interest. In today's work environment, workers are expected to
know more than ever before. Do city officials have reading skills? In today 's work environment, workers are
expected to know more than ever before.


